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CCAOI Supports Mobile Broadband Summit & Expo 2011
CCAOI supported the Mobile Broadband Summit & Expo 2011, held on the1st and 2nd of June 2011.
The summit witnessed stimulating discussions between key regulators and the top management from
leading telecom companies. Industry experts and analysts shared international insights along with
Strategic information on the critical issues – technical,
migrations, regulatory support, and applications
and Services. There were discussions on new technological developments and also an extensive
exhibition showcasing the latest developments and innovations in mobile broadband technology
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CCAOI MoU with The Cyber Crime Fighters Association International (CCFAi)
CCAOI has signed an MoU with The Cyber Crime Fighters Association International (CCFAi),an association
working towards mitigating and reducing cyber-crime around the world through training, certifications and
awareness programs. It is another step of CCAOI to promote Safe Internet.
CCFAi helps its stakeholders and the general population by broadly helping to:
•
•
•
•
•

Set standardss of Professionalism across the board with an industry
Identify relevant Qualifications and Certifications for Professionals based on the Job Role
Develop "Career Progression Time Lines & Tracks"
Establish Free-Education and Knowledge Share projects around the world
Objectify new technologies requiring attention

lenges of Internet Surveillance and Privacy at CS Meeting

CCAOI participates World IPv6 Day organized by ISPAI
On the occasion of World IPv6 Day (8th June), ISPAI organized the World IPv6 day. The topic for the
discussion forum was “Implementation of IPv6 – Seamless Migration for User”. The event was organized
with an intent to spread awareness of IPv6 adoption amongst various stake holders and share the
experiences so far.
It was attended by senior government officials from DoT, DIT, TRAI along with leading industry experts.
The event was supported by NIXI and ISOC India Delhi Chapter.

CCAOI President Shares Views at 4th ASSOCHAM Infocom Forum
Today Mobiles have become an integral part of our lives helping to connect people and bring them
together. Assocham along with Business World (ABP Group) on the 10th of June, organized the Infocomm
Forum.
The objective of the forum this year was “Mobile: The Life Line -Heading for Consolidation” where the
focus was to explore the role of data and financial inclusion on 3G, given the momentum that this
phenomenon is gaining in our country. The conference was attended by key industry leaders who shared

their view on the topics under discussion. CCAOI President Naresh Ajwani too shared his views on
‘Monetizing data explosion in 3G spectrum’.
The event also witnessed the release of the report on “Mobile Payments in India: New frontiers of Growth”
by Assocham and Deloitte.
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